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Introduc on
In this cardinal issue, there is gra tude. There is joy, and there is this grief that
blooms, that stretches like a gale. In every poem, there is something haun ng about
how the persona reﬂects the period and thirsts for bliss, no ma er its smallness.
There is delight, too. I (Rasaq Malik) understand that the immersion of self in the
inevitability of sorrow that accompanies each day is germane. But here, in this issue,
we ﬁnd ourselves nodding to each line of joy, each line of sorrow, each line of
despair, each line that reveals our wounds and presents them to us whole,
untouched. There is a sublime deployment of language by the poets. There is an
exhibi on of intriguing styles, and an inven on of a forest full of magic and a desert
strewn with ﬂowers.
Agbaakin oﬀers us a powerful voyage through his lush poems. Apart from his
stunning use of language, memorable lines occupy the poems. For example, in "elegy
for the ﬁg tree," we ﬁnd profound lines like this:
"we all become slaves to memories & chains
remain only to be broken. broken by songs."
Wale Ayinla's "Cento for Isola on," is another remarkable piece in this issue. It oﬀers
a daring display of kindness and empathy. In a me like this, what remains of
humanity is the ability to create unceasing love and hope. The undying belief in
survival, in the li le things of the world that delight us. Wale writes:
"Tell me about despair, yours, and I will tell you mine."
In all, the poets in this issue amaze and intrigue, and their lines are true to the period.
Their verses document important moments in the history of humanity, and this,
again, is joy.
Ope Adedeji: When it comes to archiving and keeping records of periods in history,
Nigeria isn't a country you'd look up to. If you take a moment in history and would
like to inves gate the collec ve moods of the people, it's hard to ﬁnd very tangible
data online. With the advent of technology and social media, things are changing. A

younger genera on is heralding the start of a kind of storytelling that endures, that
captures moments in the present and preserves it. Archives are important because
they tell stories. They increase our sense of iden ty and help future genera ons
understand not just the things that happened in the past, but the collec ve and
individual emo ons of the people.
2020 has been one of many interes ng years. The Covid-19 pandemic has forced
ins tu ons, governments, organisa ons and individuals globally to change the way
we live. It has caused some deep introspec on at life, at death, at humanity. A lot of
the things we took for granted — socializing, physical touch and human contact,
being gainfully employed — are all now privileges.
What happens to the human mind and body when the en re world goes into
isola on? To contextualise it, what are peculiari es of living during a pandemic as a
young person? The stories in this "Isola on" issue will answer this ques on in three
signiﬁcant forms.
Set in diﬀerent places, the ﬁc on in this issue mirrors society and provides insight
into be er understanding the world we live in. And that's the power of ﬁc on — it
connects us and helps us see diﬀerent perspec ves. From the young woman dealing
with the disease and uncertainty alone and away from a burgeoning rela onship in
"Dear Diary" to "Where are we" which translates physical chaos into something
emo onal and powerful, here are a range of stories that seek to pull us together even
as we con nue to observe rules of social distancing and self isola on. The stories
conﬁrm the real complexity of the human mind in distress.
Enjoy!

Rasaq Malik & Ope Adedeji
Guest Editors
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elegy for the ﬁg tree
Agbaakin O-Jeremiah
but what business do i have with the living?
we all become slaves to memories & chains
remain only to be broken. broken by songs,
a ﬁgment plucked from the son's imagination
of sweetness. or at worst, a quenching. verily,
i have never vanquished loneliness. I tremble
at a body in the white shroud, then lowered in
a slow crater made by hands falling & rising.
iyanju l'agbe n gbin— we sow a seed for this
soil to ponder on. i feel kin with what's other
than me. the paw that holds the claws like key
teething into the unknown animal of my body.
why shouldn't i trust the dark? the unripe ﬁg.
i fear for the obstinately unripe plantain, for
the life it so much guards against a keen knife
& a pot of boiling water & the net of a grill in
the backyard. but the rot has come to stay. its
blackening peel burnt into potash & camwood
for a lather cleansing us & all our dead. verily,
I'll bring a dove into my house but let the owl
starve outside. verily, i fear to touch the dead
cock more than a maternal hen gathering her
children in her wings, & the rest in the shadows
of those leavened wings. her eyes red with love
or fear. i love my fears, for they wait to soften
at my embrace. i fear my love will turn sour in
a mouth like a sponge of water turning sour in
a forsaken mouth, after the honey of mere words
& our sweet kiss. what always lingers is the curse.
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tell the truth about summer
Tiwaladeoluwa Adekunle
how you ﬁnd the soil of your joy
then the ceiling. the sweat.
the unmuted sadness.
the unspooled self.
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Where Are We?
Doose Ahua
I take a break from scrolling through my Facebook feed. Every post has a #COVID19 #quarantine #isolation or #socialdistancing tag. I go to the water fountain and
reﬁll my water bottle. I have come to love the sound of the water ﬂowing into my
water bottle. It's a refreshing reminder that I still have things to be thankful for. My
appetite has decreased these past few days, but I drink a lot of water to prevent the
headaches. It helps. I go to the window and part the curtains just a little bit. I don't
like how the rays of light pierce through from outside, reminding me that I have to
stay inside. I take a gulp from my water bottle, remembering that last day when
everything took a diﬀerent turn.
The silence was intense, disturbing. The sky seemed darker. People had been
running helter-skelter, groping for things they were almost losing. Someone
knocked the big bowl over and water rushed down the narrow path, taking tiny pairs
of shoes and other items littered about with it. A toddler sitting by the mango tree
called out "Mama! Mama! Mama". His voice was shrill, but the panic in his eyes
even louder. It broke my heart, even now.
His little sister stood, wide-eyed, hands akimbo, wondering what was causing the
chaos and panic. A man rushed out of one building with a pile of books. He looked
like he had a white-collar job. He opened the backseat of the SUV parked by the tree,
threw the books inside and slammed the door shut. He hesitated, unsure of going
into the car. He threw a glance in the direction of the building he had come from
before he jumped in and drove oﬀ. The three ladies, coming from a distance, were
apparently oblivious to the chaos on this end. Suddenly, they stopped, took oﬀ their
heels and raced in the direction the SUV had gone. A wig fell oﬀ. She slowed down,
turned back to pick it up and continued running without bothering to put it back on
her head.
I sighed when the boy's mother came and picked him up. I remember, her head
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wrap had fallen oﬀ her head and her wrapper hung loosely about her. She used the
edge of her head wrap to wipe his tears and clean the wetness that was trickling
down his nose. Then the wrapper fell oﬀ leaving her in a black satin slip. She ﬂung
him on her back, picked the wrapper and strapped him securely to her back. Once
done, she lifted the basket that was still ﬁlled with the goods she had apparently
intended to sell that day. She balanced it on her head, grabbed the little girl by the
arm and hurried away. The little girl slipped and fell on the muddy path. Mother
yanked her by the arm and kept going, half walking, half running. The patch on her
yellow dress from the red sand and water looked like a patch of blood.
The sound of sirens was deafening. The vans came into view eventually, three of
them. They sped past going in the opposite direction the SUV and the three ladies
had gone. I still hear the sirens every now and then. I am not sure if it is coming
from my head or from outside. I glance at my watch; it is almost noon and it is dead
silent outside. I let the curtain fall, walk away from the window back to the spot on
the couch that has become a warm dent just over the past three weeks. I pick up my
phone. I sigh, wondering when I'll see people outside my window again.
The sound of sirens was deafening. The vans came into view eventually, three of
them. They sped past going in the opposite direction the SUV and the three ladies
had gone. I still hear the sirens every now and then. I am not sure if it is coming
from my head or from outside. I glance at my watch; it is almost noon and it is dead
silent outside. I let the curtain fall, walk away from the window back to the spot on
the couch that has become a warm dent just over the past three weeks. I pick up my
phone. I sigh, wondering when I'll see people outside my window again.
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Ending As a Chaos of True
Beginning
Oyindamola Shoola
Times when my eyes tear into dawn;
when I negotiate between being awake and being alive,
or I moan gratitude, and it feels like 1000 pins pricking my tongue
or another poorly written poem I am trying to patch here and there,
with purpose + God + hallelujahs.
Where was life when I wanted to live,
and where was living when I needed to feel alive?
Life and living hiccup in my mind.
Every day has a bad habit of living in me without permission,
and today beats my heart into an attempt of healing. Healing begins with
a remembrance service, two lovers – day and night,
kissing a shadow of insomnia and mourning the loss of time
in me. Life continues, but existence doesn't.
And if you asked, I made some eﬀort. I tried
to show up for today, but I forgot myself at home.
I am at home. I am home. Yet. I can't remember myself enough.
I run through my thoughts but never start the
journey or arrive like drowning into something empty,
like I want to move forward, but time is standing still,
waiting for me to catch up.
I am trusting that this night will run out of darkness to oﬀer my soul.
I am baptizing myself in the lack of muse, of life, in the emptiness
of desiring a renewal that words can't birth.
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I feel powerless, unable to tame time with words
and touch the face of God with the language of my spirit.
I am undoing myself and re-doing each breath;
maybe everything will make sense that way and take me back to life,
or perhaps, what seems to be the end is just a chaos of a true beginning,
and God will say, Let there be light – and I will arrive,
and you too will be delivered.
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Cento For Isola on
Wale Ayinla
Tell me about despair, yours, and I will tell you mine.
The way that the sea fails to drown itself every day.
I wake up & it breaks my heart. A return to the strange
idea of continuous living despite the mess of us, the hurt,
the empty. In an eﬀort to get people to look into each other's
eyes more, we just gather on the balcony & swallow all the silence
until we're ﬁlled with ﬁreﬂies & sleep.
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Cento For Loneliness
Wale Ayinla
A sound was wound in my head.
Yes, I know words call things into being–
claw at the bight's grain.
It is unlikely that we are the only ones in this universe.
I don't think I've ever written the word hope,
but nothing else ﬁts in here.
I have been so careless with the words I already have.
Anything can be made into a cage.
We crack the egg, and the weak animal comes out wanting.
Hello, I'm here, I say. Get over it, they say.
God, I say. And it stays that way: no answer.
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dear diary is the Saddest Thing You
Will Write on a Long Quiet Night
Anthony Okpunor
these days i dine alone. the world
is at the other side, staring through a
wet window. somewhere between we
still do not meet, but for poems.
but for birds that ﬂy into your throat
when you fall asleep.
i wrote all of those poems
& made them ﬂy.
because i'm here, and i want
to wish you one of
these lone stars.
the stenographer wrote your
name on the cover page of his
diary, we almost missed it.
that day all we needed was
someone to push us into the wind,
& call us freedom.
see how glass doors make us
write these sad poems?
see how rain comes & knows
the softest part of two bodies?
the rain will remind us of days
& slow dances, how to move lightning
from a lover's eyes to their tongue.
today i'm awake and something seams
a rising sun to my window.
i am sorry we all
die sometime.
let's make a map of thirst & young.
9
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let's see where we stop being thirteen.
let us tune this body out &
feel the whole world
break free for us.
the signs will only come for the
ﬂesh, not us.
let's sow our knees
to the hands of a clock.
why do we only laugh sometimes?
have you asked why a
clown will choose your happiness
over theirs?
i want to be a clown &
eat up the butter in your hair.
call me names, dreams
you try to imagine,
i promise to know you
ﬁnal notes of the song.
i will hear of birds hours after
you sing the walls to sleep.
we can be voyagers, you see.
i will keep throwing
stones into a river till
i'm old.
this way there is a castle
at the bottom of
the ocean for us.
there will be sand, salt
and hunger; you being
a soloist ﬁlled with
names of [ ].
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Finding Redemp on
Chideraa Ike-Akaenyi
It is August. You feel the damp and the cold of the rains sliding into your body and
wedging itself between your bones. The days go in long stretches and nights in short
bursts, like little ﬁrecrackers, glorious but dying quickly. It suits you, this weather,
you mumble each morning as you leave your apartment. You say it with quiet
certainty even when you stand before teenagers, teaching them of an eternal father
you did not believe was yours and his son who was a blur. You mumble the words
over and over again as you walk the muddy streets that spray you with streams of
red and brown. You hiss it when you mingle with this never-ending crowd of people
moving, noses in the air, brisk steps, eyes distant like people under hypnosis.
The walls of your room are moulting. You observe it this morning as you drag your
skirt over your hips. These walls, they had been a sullen witness and companion.
They had stood there, solid and unbending to the batter of arms, legs and objects
thrown, hauled and landed into smithereens or the screams and moans it had failed
to stiﬂe. It sucked these sounds; of anger, pleasure and grief, transporting them to
every room in this building.
It used to be blue, the cyan hue it wore told you. It is shedding now, it's skin bloating
and falling oﬀ, like ﬂakes of dry, dead skin. You share a history with these walls, you
feel like they do. And before you clutch your bag and head to school, you smile at
your ever-present, ever-supportive conﬁdante.
#
You enter the school with light steps, slipping through people on the assembly
ground to stand in front of the queue where teachers as young as you belong. The
principal is on the podium, marshalling out instructions. His shirts and trousers are
as always, starches so well they look like cardboard boxes. You are not listening to
him, your ears are focused on the murmurs behind you, from your fellow teachers.
You don't like them, and you will never. They smile and are nice, but you know the
warmth is not in their eyes or their souls. You want the basicness of their lives; they
want the enigma that is yours. You say little, they murmur, you do not smile and you
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work harder at your job than everyone else. “Ladies should always smile”, they joke,
poking your belly in jest and giving little lectures. Lectures on how to be or not to be,
prayers on your head during staﬀ meetings for a husband and a subtle snobbery in
their words and gestures when they complain of their husbands and children. Still,
they say, they wish they had your freedom.
The principal is singing a martial song. The students march into their classes, hands
ﬂailing, legs thrown out in determination till they are out of the assembly hall. You
greet everyone in a voice turned low enough to be respectful. Demure good
mornings to the women in beaded lace tops, with bellies swaddled in rows and rows
of George wrappers. Good morning Sirs, with your eyes ﬁxed on their necks, to the
men in isiagu outﬁts and then, to the ones like yourself, who have not “ﬁxed
themselves somewhere”, Kee ka I mee? A cautious how are you? eyes focused on the
ﬂoor because you don't want to ignite hope. You don't want anyone to share in the
cavern that is your life.
It is Cultural Day and the festivities will begin at two in the afternoon. You don't stay
for long. After teaching the students, you excuse yourself and head to the church.
You are not going to pray, you never do. You kneel in the small chapel with the
aroma of incense that seeps into the curtains and chairs and never leaves. You clamp
your eyes shut and clasp your hands and mumble threats. Prayers are too easy, so
you don't say them. They absolve you of this weight and ﬁll this hole in your chest
and something creates another hole and you pray, and it all goes in that familiar
cycle. No! God only loves people like you to give you crosses to bear. So, you go to
church to remind this God that sinners need punishment. You go through the
scripted performance on Sundays to save you sometimes, from imploding,
scattering into little bits to be ﬂung far away from each other by fate.
As you step out of the dim chapel into the piercing sunlight of the afternoon, you feel
your phone buzzing. It's Mama.
'Ugoo, aru adikwa?'
'Yes I am well'
'Have you thought about it?'
12
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Silence.
'Nne, biko, forgive us whatever we've done to you. Things like this happen and God…
You switch oﬀ the phone, your teeth grinding against each other, your eyes burning.
You wanted to escape this apology, that is why you came to this town famous for its
anonymity. You walk home watching the children at street corners screaming,
squealing and playing Oga or running half-clothed; chasing their rubber, dustcoated bicycle tires.
Later that night, you rise from your bed and rummage in your cupboard for your
trophies. They are in a box, your souvenirs. You sit on the ﬂoor and look at each. You
lay out the white sneakers and smile. There are rust-coloured stains on it, splatters
on the laces, where his blood touched as he sat, bleeding out.

Okwudili, that one loved his sneakers more than life. You run your hands over the
shoes, inhaling its musty smell and reminiscing. You had met him at your cousin's
wedding. He had walked up to you, stomach ﬁrst, with a self-satisﬁed grin and a
bawl for a voice. You took him in, seeing the familiar haughty tilt to his chin, just
like your father's. You said yes, you would go out with him. Mama held her breath
and dreamt of trains of women in matching lace tops and expensive abada at your
wedding. Papa nodded without conviction and told you to be safe.
Then, the shoe and sneaker madness started. You noticed that he bought new pairs
each week: sneakers, boots, shoes. Each one shinier, and costing more than the
other. And he gave you a monologue when you asked, of the latest addition. He
meant well, with his asking after your well-being and buying you gifts you didn't
need. Still, you felt stiﬂed. A rock had lodged itself in your head and you began to
plot and scheme at work while attending to customers. On those nights when you'd
visit, as his body moved above yours, you stiﬂed the screams rising in your throat.
You waited three months and ﬁnally struck. You knocked him out with one of your
platform heels, heavy enough to stun but not kill, you had been practicing. You tied
him to a chair and stuﬀed his mouth. You slit his wrist and then his throat with the
13
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kitchen knife you'd sharpened and carried in your bag. And as you watched him
convulse, you study your incisions. They were perfect! you think. Maybe, you should
have studied surgery instead. You watched him bleed out, eating his half-ﬁnished
plate of rice. When his eyes rolled back, you slipped out of his house as deftly as you
had slipped in, taking his sneakers with you.
The singlet belonged to him; the childhood crush you met after almost a decade of
silence. 'He'll treat you well', Mama had said, her voice heavy with hope, prodding.
'You need to forget Okwudili. May God punish whoever did this to him', she
muttered when she saw you crying. Of course, the tears were not for him, but for the
laughter that eluded you. You wanted joy, you wanted ecstasy and all you got was a
numbing disgust. So you went out with Chukwudi, to events and bookstores, always
smiling, dressing appropriately for each occasion with smiles and bows and
kindness wafting from you, to settle in the hearts of his father, mother and sisters.
'O nwelu ezigbo obi, she has a good heart', his mother said on those hot afternoons
that you send everyone out of the kitchen and take charge. You smile when you hear
this. Mothers always determine the lucky girl who gets their trophy son in the end.
You are grateful.
'Ada mmadu,' his father hails when he sees you, displaying teeth as white as piano
keys. Because you can bow low enough when greeting and don't raise your voice.
Because you defer to Chukwudi in conversations and always hint; that you would
consider a job that gave you more time with the children after the marriage.
Children. You feel your womb clench in disgust at this thought, but you smile.
Maybe, in this kind house with warm people, you will ﬁnd peace.
Still, happiness ran through yours hands like water and on the eighth of June, you
slipped two, not one tablet of his diabetes medication into his palm. It should have
been your 'day'. You had dressed up and gone to church, said your vows and waited
till that moment after communion when he slumped and began to convulse. And as
they said, you were made a widow while still in your wedding dress.

14
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He had to go; you murmur to yourself. Chukwudi with the lean body and lips always
frozen in that curve that could pass for a smile. Chukwudi who read a lot and ﬁlled
your ears with long talks on American news, history and politics that made you wish
you wore hearing aids. Aids that you could turn low to dull and silence his voice. He
meant well, showing you books and taking you to book launches. You did not care
though. The only books you read were not 'literature' to him; tales of murder, fear
and monsters. Books on darkness and the comfort it brought. So, you let him rant
sometimes when you did not read his books.
And when you were in bed with him, there was an unsettling urgency to his motions,
like he was taking and giving nothing of himself. You dreaded those nights when he
would invite you over. You went anyway, he was too good to be true and you should
be grateful. You still could not help staring at that tilt to his chin, just like your
father's, haughty and defying, and staring at it on that hazy morning, you did not
think twice as you handed him the tablets, two instead of one, a replacement for
another.
After the burial, you burnt his clothes, taking only the singlet. You had bought it for
him. He had worn it only once, complaining afterwards that vests were more
comfortable and appropriate. And every week, on Sundays, after the incense-ﬁlled
haze that is the mass at the church, you spray a little of his favourite cologne and cry
into it. Sundays smell like Chukwudi.
You are hugging it to yourself and crying when you remember and ﬁnd the
cigarettes; a gold case and inbuilt lighter. You had gotten them oﬀ a stranger at a
bar, four months after Chukwudi's death. He had been nice, in his sharp jeans and tshirt, speaking carefully, enunciating every word. You watch him in the dimness of
the bar, the slow music weaving through the air as stick after stick disappeared
between his ﬁngers, each reduced to glowing ash. You loved his voice, the deep yet
smooth sound of it. You watched your bottle of Star Radler sweat away as you
listened to his voice and not what he said.
When he excused himself to use the restroom, you grabbed the case and slipped out
of the bar. You were seeing a therapist then, a woman with a large afro and pinched
15
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features. You tell her everything, but not that you slit your boyfriend's throat and
overdosed your groom on your wedding day. You instead speak to her of the
hollowness in your soul and how every man you are attracted to, has a haughty chin,
like the one who birthed you. You tell her that you hope someday, you will ﬁnd
happiness in the bodies of these men. She consoles you, the fool! You act out your
expected role; griever to the end. And so that night in the bar, you remember your
next session and fold in this part of you, stiﬂing the hunger to snuﬀ out anything
that hints at joy.
#
You are still sprawled on the ﬂoor sleeping when Mama calls the next morning. You
drop the call and place these trophies of yours back in your cupboard.
They had put you on house arrest when you started acting out, going for parties after
work, getting drunk and sleeping with nameless men that you met in clubs and
house parties.
'Is something wrong with your head? Don't you have shame?' Mama had asked on
the morning you greeted her by vomiting on her dressing gown. A murk of brown
and yellow, a sharp contrast to the deep red of her woollen coat. Papa had ignored
you and threatened that your genes were from your wayward mother.
'This is not the way to grieve', Chukwudi's father moaned.
Grieve? You knew these people were daft but, blind too? Why couldn't they see that
you were celebrating a freedom you had never had before, from rules and
expectations.
They asked a priest to see you. You smiled during your long sessions with him and
nodded when he wanted you to. You began to say the rosary and attend mass daily.
When he saw that the Lord was doing good in your life, he praised God. You forged a
bond with him, a version of you that you created, polished and hung out for him to
see. And you said proudly to his hearing, 'Our Mother Mary saved me'.
Deep into the night, every fortnight, without fail, you sit on the toilet in your
bathroom and slice your upper arm, just where the sleeves of your dresses wouldn't
reveal them. You revelled in the pleasure that comes from pain, smiling in
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satisfaction. Sometimes it was your back, while standing naked before the mirror,
little slices here and there that bled and ﬁlled you with so much joy and love. And
the therapist? You did the same with her. You created a cast of what she wanted to
see and made yourself ﬁt into it like a glove. And all this while, the hollow in your
chest widened.
On a boring, humid afternoon like every other, when you could not bear it any
longer, when there was no air good enough for you to breathe, you left. You gave up
your job at the bank, ﬂed to this town and reinvented yourself. You know still, in the
whirlpool that is your head, that this storm brewing will spill over and corrode
everything and everyone next to you.
#
You are home today. You are not running, not ﬂeeing, not panicking, just home. You
have listened to Mama and you are outside their house, waiting as the gatekeeper
unlatches the gate and lets you in.
The house is quiet as you walk in. The loud whirring of your suitcase tires and
clump-clump of your sandals are the only sounds. Your head is wrapped in a light
fog and so you don't notice, that the masquerade trees that you were scared of as a
child have not been trimmed in years, that the ixoras you used to suck have no
ﬂowers. They are now well-trimmed, ﬂat-topped beds of green leaves.
Mama is grateful. She hugs you and cries. She kneels with her arms in the air,
waving them and thanking her God. This nauseates you. You bite back the words
you want to throw at her, walk past her into the house and into the room that used
to be yours. It is almost as you left it, there are several empty hangers and missing
dresses in your wardrobe. You settle in and begin to assume this you, this Ugochi
that lived before the demons came for her; before nights of urgent fumbling under
her blanket and harsh whispers in the eerie stillness of night turned her into this.
Papa returns later in the evening and gives you a lecture. You sit still as he talks,
eyes focused on the upward tilt of his chin that had deﬁed aging. You hear apologies
and buts.
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'I apologise for X but you shouldn't have done Y’
And he yammers about honour, dignity, respect and a thanksgiving procession in
church. You nod in agreement; what else were you supposed to do? You play this
script well and queue up on Sunday, clutching the poor turkey's wings so hard you
can almost hear a bone snap. You dance to the altar with them; Papa, Mama,
Aunties, Uncles and friends of the family. You scream thanks to Jesus and Mother
Mary like every prodigal daughter should. You serve the guests that ﬂood your home
later and allow yourself to be introduced to everyone. In all this noise and
happiness, you feel it yawning, demeaning and taunting you, the hollow.
#
Mama bought a new utensil. A curious-looking thing, wooden handle and metal
spikes. You watch and learn as she uses it on whole slabs of meat, reducing them to
soft cottony pieces that will ﬂoat in stews and speckle the jollof rice she makes for
Papa. Sometimes, you wonder, what it would look like on real ﬂesh.
Papa speaks carefully to you these days, asking you to stay and talk to his friends
when they visit. His friends who talk loudly and laugh without mirth. His friends
always dressed in kaftans, babariga and gaudy jewelry. You refuse sometimes and
wrap yourself securely in this shroud you've weaved on the loom of silence. Another
One? No! You had come home to redeem yourself, to confess your sins and set your
soul free. No other man but Papa dearest could do that for you.
The sons of his friends visit and grin and smile too much, speaking of businesses
and money and investments and being ready to 'settle down'. You smile back and
tell them you are eight years older than you really are. Thirty-eight. It always
worked. The smiles waned and the charm dulled. The fools couldn't stand the
thought of dating or even marrying an older lady. So your days weaved into each
other in introductions, silences and hours spent comforting yourself in books. Till
the day he snapped.
#
You attended the 6am mass instead of the 10am one that you often attended with
them. He had reminded you of a big thanksgiving party that you had to be present at
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afterwards the day before. You saw the ﬁre in his glare when you returned and he
ordered you to dress up. You said no. Mama was herself as always, pleading with
you to obey and him to keep his voice down.
“Bikokenenu, let today not start on a bad note for us”; she cries, wringing her hands,
the gold bangles on them jangling.
Her face is greasy from the foundation she'd applied without powder; you fear the
sun will melt it oﬀ her face. You ignore them and enter your room. You can hear him
fuming, 'What did you give birth to and call it a child? I am trying to save her from
wasting and she doesn't want to help herself!’
The shroud that you have wound around yourself snags on his words and begins to
unravel. It begins to slide carefully oﬀ you like skin over well-boiled cocoyams.
You spend Sunday in your room, opening your door only to receive your food in
enamel plates from Mum, after she has banged and screamed enough. The days that
follow blend carefully into each other and slowly your head does too. You gain
clarity and start to dream.
The dreams start with whispers, then murmurs and ﬁnally voices; of people like you
with no space here, speaking of the bodies they had scarred and burnt, the lives they
had shortened and how they felt sated after it all. You dream of sirens calling you to
embrace this new normal. This being with passions unhinged.
On other days, you dream in sepia. You watch through the rust-coloured haze as a
man with a tilt to his chin goes in at nights to read his daughter bedtime stories. She
is six or ten in some, and is as big as fourteen years old in others. He holds her to
himself and rocks her to sleep. You dream of the fondling under the nightdress as
years whirled by and the white mess left on your nightgown on most mornings. You
watch the girl begin to refuse her akamu. She vomits it after eating and when
nobody is looking, washes it down the kitchen drain.
You see the mother, pristine and lovely, the scapula-wearing, God-loving, CWOPresident mother. She sees the signs and buys her daughter pyjamas. She clutches
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her rosary tighter, ordering her daughter not to go around the house in skimpy
outﬁts. “He is not your birth father”, she explains.
You watch the little girl grow and wait for God to protect his own and begin to look
for stories and freedom in the bodies of men. You watch as she picks carefully, men
of whom everyone approved, who did not smile much but talked and had that lift to
the chin, just like her father. And slowly, your head unravels. You now know the
demons building in your head and chest were here in your room with you. They
were jumping oﬀ the walls and bouncing on the bed, screeching like banshees and
deafening you. The voices assure you of the closure you could have and show you the
way, to that drawer in the kitchen where it lay.
#
It is Wednesday. Mum has given you money to buy tomatoes for the spicy stew she
said your father loved. You get the awalawa ones, because you don't want what he
loves. Nothing that pleased him would ever please you. You go through the motions;
welcoming him, serving him lunch as you promise a spicy stew in the evening. He
grunts in acknowledgement. He trudges into his room and you switch on the fan.
You are still staring at him as he begins to snore.
Crimson, that is the colour of skin when the layer that holds its hue is peeled away.
At ﬁrst, a pale pink, sometimes white, always glaring.
Squashed, that is the state these tomatoes take. The half-rotten ones you bought at
the market and smashed them all against the whiteness that is the kitchen wall. You
hate its perfect whiteness, without bumps or smears. You feel the adrenaline surging
through you as the smelly insides run down, fouling the air, ﬁlling you with triumph.
And afterwards, when your head is clearer than it has been in years, you search in a
frenzy, ﬂinging drawers till you ﬁnd it.
Everybody knows and understands these things, but nobody explains the texture
and hue of skin stabbed, violently and persistently; till it has the mushiness of
minced meat and you stare as life's essence, soaks the sheets, runs down to pool on
the ﬂoor, away from your dainty slippers.
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Nobody again, of course, they never do, these fools, tells you of the ecstasy; that
comes with raising this tenderizer in the air, over and over again. Nobody spoke of
the beauty in helplessness, the thrilling pleasure that the fear in his eyes inspires. It
comes in waves, scintillating, from the scalp of your head to the toes of your feet,
leaving you almost breathless.
You like it, this power, this fear, this hate brewed inside you. You like the startled
horror on his face and in his body as he watches you plunge it over and over into
him. He sees, feels and knows this pain. This will always resonate with you. You do
not stop. No you can't. Not until he has pulp for his face and his body is a quivering
mass of mangled ﬂesh and blood. Not until the whistling in your head silences and
you hear his gurgle and grunts. Only then, do you ﬁnd peace. Only then, do you stop
and let loose the laughter bubbling in your throat.

THE END
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(piano-tuning)
Alexis Teyie
Interstice,
a staggered release—
out of step, but thankfully,
ever tense, and trembling in concert
(ﬁrst dead dog: CupCake) —
who is to say you are not
your own mother, nurse?
A sensory key, hammer
is the pin. My hymn: a crumpled
grocery list I discard,
anyhow.
Energy transfer,
kinetic traﬃc and
think: melodic,
these gilded weapons
of interference, beating,
towards a well-tempered mode.
(First missing tome: Pushkin.) Again.
Divergent and twin, this
(ﬁrst limbs out of tune: right
shoulder, left ankle)
lost parent of mine, out of
time (indolent lungs) — you
are permitted a little
stuttering.
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ﬁrst instrument:
a set of unbreakable nails; I run them across
screens, blackboards, dinner plates,
thighs, earth, walls,
sins,
water, that favourite sweater— yes,
log it all as a loss, careless
commerce— there is no accounting for
stillness.

a name without an owner:
I call it out from inside night's crease,
this orphaned, liberated name.
I called from within this valley:
It's so hard to keep our sins
straight, yawning
no no no no, up and
out.
I called to the usual
ballet of lovers, insisting my way
into this ill-ﬁtting glory.
Joy, I know, sinks to
the bottom of any pool.
I follow the will.
Is that a lightness blooming
in me?
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Apocalypto
Rachel Rabo Magaji
blood_
in my village, a six-year-old girl became a canvas & her once clear skin was a shrine
carved with obscene ﬁgurines. sharp machete-like pencils with clear lines cut
through her skin like tattoos & she bled crimson ﬂowers.
ﬁre_
the moon & the stars hid their beam & betrayed us. the only glows were yellow
embers & black smoke that ﬂew from the structures we called home once. we raced
breathlessly into the starless night, embracing the darkness we dreaded.
water_
i think my neighbor's alarm broke again. i didn't hear their feet dragging languidly.
their mother's sonorous voice & their gruesome banter at the well didn't permeate
my dream.
'god must be good,' i smiled to myself. till i saw their heads and their bodies
standing apart.
how do you hold the ocean in your ﬁst?
spirit_
i was told at seven that the blood of an innocent boy once cried & his murderer got
an achilles foot.
i do not believe ghosts exist anymore, grandpa lied. dead bodies only become dirt &
whisk away with the wind.
earth_
i fear my eyes are
becoming a reservoir
of cascading water (tears)
& it's getting harder
to keep it in.
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'dust to dust, ashes to ashes',
the priest reads & hurls a stone to my chest with his tongue (words) & kindles the
ﬁre in my nose (burns) & i convulse on the ground beside my brother's grave.
word_
white: the color of the pristine coat on the pretty woman standing beside my bed.
'what do you remember from last night?' she asks.
/my lips swear an oath of secrecy/ with my tongue & hides/ the truth in the locket/
dangling in my throat. /she shakes her head in disbelief/ her face white like her coat.
/
/no! like the color of fear/.
how do you master the knife?
you don't get caught (cut)!
a tear escapes my left eye as my mother pushes her broken body (matted in
bandage) towards me, eyes sore & swollen.
she smiles weakly 'one of them was arrested. he'll be taken to the rehabilitation
center' she says to me.
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INTERVIEW
Alexis Teyie

Alexis Teyie is a Kenyan writer and feminist whose works have
appeared in Short Story Day Africa (SSDA), Q-zine, Wri vism, and
several other pla orms.
In her recent interview with Krea ve Diadem, Teyie discusses
mental health during isola on and shares some crea ve self-care
ps for naviga ng the pandemic.
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Alexis, your poems are deeply emotional and thought-provoking, and a
reﬂection of the heart where they were baked. What are the things that
make your heart bleed? What makes your blood boil when you write?
Alexis: Ah (embarrassingly) still impossible to predict. I hate to see a little dying
plant with the same intensity I am ﬂoored by intentional communities of care.
Lately, I watch videos of dogs uniting with their humans to give me an excuse to cry
for all the things I can't bring myself to cry about (for fear I'll be overwhelmed, or to
avoid seeming petty). The world as it is right now is stripping a lot of us to our small,
wild naked selves. This is good and hard. I'm trying to teach myself to sit with the
questions, and the diﬃculty and not to hide from the impulse we're all being called
to — to encounter ourselves and the world we've un/built. I'm learning that intensity
doesn't always lend itself to writing, or making. I'm consoling myself saying, as Zora
Neale Hurston taught; there are years that ask questions and there are years that
answer. 2020 is certainly the former for me. I'm sending love to other de/makers
out there: it's alright to be still, alright to be unmoored, and oﬀ kilter. We'll start
again tomorrow.
In your interview with Konya Shamsrumi,
you talked about scripting ‘Water Lilies’
after eight months of writing nothing and
highlighted how the poem lifted you from
a depressing state: “… properly sick and
drowning in the most acute loneliness of
my life.” As a creative writer, how do you
handle writer’s block? ?
Alexis: Writer's block...gah. I don't handle it per
se. I'm trying to take a lot more of myself lightly,
gently. [Matsuo] Basho has this lovely poem that
I scribbled outside my last ﬂat's bathroom:
Sitting quietly, doing nothing,
Spring comes, and the grass grows, by itself.
So, I'm repeating to myself: you're a writer even
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you're not writing. Attending to life,
and attending to the world is a form of
prayer central to writing as well. And,
if I am patient, it is not a punishment
to take a step back from this part of
the work.
What do you think is the main
cause of depression and mental
health issues in creative writing
circles?
Alexis: I am in no way placed to
answer this in any meaningful way,
especially with zero medical training. For myself, I've had to unlearn the toxic idea
that all creative work is tied fundamentally to mental suﬀering.
You can be healthy — and should work actively to make it so— and a talented,
proliﬁc, insightful creator. Certainly, staying open to the world exacts its own
violence upon us; numbness allows other people to move more smoothly in some
ways through the world. That said, we must be good stewards of our gifts, so yes, it
can be excruciating to feel turned inside out in this thorny place, but that's why
community is so powerful and necessary for writers. Let's take good care of each
other.
As the world slowly crawls out of a global pandemic that necessitated a
measure of compulsory solitude, do you think there is a connection
between isolation and creative work? And can you be open on how you
spent the lockdown if at all it was made compulsory in your corner of
the world?
Alexis: I've been in Nairobi for much of the year, and we've had varied degrees of
restrictions in place. I've spent the time gardening, making tea, on the phone,
staring into the sky, haggling with our dog, making elaborate meals for my loves—
all in all, a quiet idyllic set up. I, for one, have been glad for the silence (in some
ways) the lockdown has re-introduced into my life. I ﬁnd myself doodling more,
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journaling more (thanks to Suleika Jaouad!) and reﬂecting in a less extractive way
than before. In some ways, I've become more hungry and protective of connection,
and the lovely people in my circle during this time, so I wouldn't fully consider this
period one of isolation. I'm thankful none of my family has been infected, but as
someone in the high-risk category, there is an underlying static that's pervaded my
generally mundane day-to-day, and that fear is hard to shake. We keep at it I
suppose.
You once described yourself as “anti-colonial,” and one can only
imagine your indignation for racism. Do you think there is any form of
racism faced by black writers in literary circles and how can these issues
be addressed?
Alexis: We do end up haunting ourselves, don't we? But yes, I did say that, and still
hold fast to that identity. De/Anti-colonial knowledges are so critical and necessary,
especially now. I'm doing what I can, in minor ways, to contribute to growing this
archive and canon, by excavating all the wonderful out-of-print African writers I can
get my hands on. You'll forgive me if I don't get into the big and small violences
enacted within our literary spaces — which, by the way, intersect with ableism and
class and heteropatriarchy. I'll just remind us of my favourite James Baldwin quote:
“We've got to be as clear-headed about human beings as possible, because we're
still each other's only hope.”

What are you working on now? Is it another poetry collection or a pet
project?
Alexis: An absurd mix of things: my
darling Roseline Olang' and I have
some fun projects in the works
(including making art books,
publishing, and collecting East
African photography); I'm super
keen for Down River Road and the
exciting projects in the pipeline,
including Michael Onsando's new
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“We must be good stewards of our gifts, so
yes, it can be excruciating to feel turned
inside out in this thorny place, but that's
why community is so powerful and
necessary for writers. Let's take good care
of each other.”
poetry collection out in October. I'm also ﬁnishing up a collection (ﬁnally!) currently
titled 'Mountain Graves;' ﬁguring out how to properly grow coriander; and hoping to
take up ﬁlm photography again. We really must ﬁnd our own light this year...
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abridged pathology of a system
under lockdown
Ayokunle Samuel Be ku
ﬁrst the body embraces conﬁnement
as a fast
interlude within the immune walls of
living
cells
skins

roses sprout from the elastic

of streets & highways bristling with
grave
silence
rising

the heart beats well till the

ﬁgures of fallen bodies go viral &
cripple
a nation's system the walls of living
cells
get rigid & extend after heavy bouts
of infections
plague the nation
develop guts

empty stomachs

& leave the walls
hosts

some captured by
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in olive fatigues
sights

the eyes long for

behind window blinds
held

& everything

in shadows leaves the body yearning
to embrace
faces sun rays & a reed organ in the
open ﬁeld
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the solitude of nights
Chiedozie Kelechi Danjuma
my days are a calendar of wants.
i want you beside me.
i want to run my ﬁngers through your small black hair.
the rains are falling on the aluminum roof, and petrichor smells of bright things.
i want to know the fulﬁllment of ﬂowers at the touch of water.
i want your velvet hands on my chin,
feline eyes staring into nothing.
i want to roll the cities between us
and make them into a small bed to lie with you.
i want to wake up breathing with you at the edge of the map,
to move in you the way a tongue moves in a mouth,
like a shadow moves in light
for there is nothing beautiful here, in this darkness.
nothing in this blue room, now silent without your wings.
i recite age-long prayers for the safekeep of your lungs.
christ must come now, and his redemption must begin with me in your arms.
these nails are heavy, and my thorns are thick with longing,
the cross wet with desire.
sum this need, subtract scarcity and i am a plague's cost.
late last night, my body made this scene: you playing the guitar with no gloves on,
your tender skin gleaming under the pale moon,
your reﬂection, a mist, alone on the river.
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What We Carry Home
Chiwenite Onyekwelu
I've been here for far too long,
I feel my body steeling into the soil,
making roots. Nothing grows beneath
my feet, or close to it, or along
this pathway where I sit to number
my children every day. I'm not afraid,
I swear, I just worry too much about
what we carry home whenever we
collide. My son is 6 and rocket-shaped,
a wild thing. Now and again, I nail
him to the wall, pray his body into
his room. I say, you must learn to sit
in the house long enough until this ﬂood
sun-dries. Each time a country drowns
in the News, I memorize half the ﬁgures
that try to wash our faces down
the drains. My daughter thinks we've
overstayed the holiday. She rearranges
her body on the couch, asks me to map
out all of the spots where her shadow
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begins to rot. I decline, basin her on my
laps and smuggle her into safety.
There is nothing else to save from the
ﬂood except this poem. Except you.
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How the doctor at ward C explains
isola on to his covid-19 pa ents
Chukwu Emmanuel
Day 1
When your tender body
begins to quiver
in this small moments of grief.
Day 3
Know the weight of anxiety in your chest level,
some concepts cannot be theorized
When holding synthesized sadness to a spot.
Day 7
The wound measures how much color
it has taken from us.
Accept it by becoming familiar with what lives inside you.
Day 10
Truth is you cannot cut twice
It is either you cannot pray
Or you love the formless shape of fear.
Day 14
To live is to accept what we cannot love
All the cases exploding around
you are simply ﬁreballs.
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The Church: A Bastard Or A
Legi mate Child?
Nicksha T. Mwanandimayi
According to the Oxford dictionary, ambivalence is the state of having mixed
feelings or contradictory ideas about something or someone whereas equivocation
is the use of ambiguous language to conceal the truth or to avoid committing
oneself. I think it's fair to say that if you have read a couple of John Grisham novels,
watched CNN or Fox News since Donald Trump became the American president,
you would be aware of phrases such as “Separation of State and Power”, “The First
Amendment” or “ Bill Of Rights”
On the other hand, if you have lived on the African continent like I have for all
my life, unless you studied law you would probably have no clue regarding the
extension of power between the Church and State. What about Bill of Rights? In
Africa, depending in which state you are in, the law and religion exist parallel with
each other.
The state's treatment of the church the world over is ambivalent. Routinely
sidelined but recognised in the middle of a crisis especially when all hope seems lost,
the church is like the bastard child in medieval England. Historically, the bastard
was commonly referred to as a whoreson under normal circumstances. However,
when the conditions required it, a post factum legitimisation of the whoreson would
be convenient. The state's treatment of the modern church isn't much diﬀerent from
the way England's history views William the Conqueror.

With deaths and infection

rates skyrocketing I read the following from the Vatican News, "Prayer is our
greatest weapon against the virus." Well you had me fooled; I was convinced that
someone said, 'Science was our greatest weapon." People better start making up
their minds. A month later after prayer had seemingly tarried against the virus,
despite it being our "greatest weapon," in the British Journal of General Practice,
Charlotte Sidebotham had this conﬂicting attestation, "In the COVID-19 battleﬁeld,
language is our greatest weapon." First prayer, now language? What is our greatest
weapon against the virus then?
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In a world void of absolutes, it's easy to get lost and be blown aside by every
wind of doctrine. On 8 April 2020, despite the Namibian Constitution unequivocally
declaring the nation as a Secular nation, President Hage Geingob called for a day of
prayer for the protection and welfare of Namibia against Covid-19. Having put the
country under lockdown prior to a declaration of a state of emergency President
Geingob requested, “churches who wish to participate, to ring their bells at 12h00
Noon on this day. All Namibians who wish to participate must unite in faith, humble
themselves and lift their voices to pray for the protection and welfare of our
country,”
Namibia wasn't alone as Southern Africa's biggest economy also followed suit
with President Cyril Ramaphosa also announcing a national day of prayer on
Sunday, May 31, in which all religious leaders and members of faith-based
organisations were invited to pray for the country which had been hardest hit in
Africa by the Covid-19 pandemic at the time. It is imperative to note that just like
the former; South Africa is also a self-proclaimed secular state according to its
constitution. It just so happened that South Africa was bracing for the worst and the
bastard child whom the constitution unequivocally refuses to legitimise and give a
voice was the ﬁrst to receive a post factum legitimisation in times of crisis.
What about the world's greatest superpower with its infamous “Separation of
State and Power?” On 13 March I found out there was such a thing as a House
Chaplain when I watched a C-Span broadcast of Rev. Patrick Conroy leading the
House in prayer primarily in response to the corona virus. Post factum
legitimisation of the bastard child again? It seems as if the state had a love-hate
relationship with the church. Not that the church hasn't had its fair share of global
dominance in years past. I always choose to live by the notion that you never judge a
doctrine based on its abuse.
Everyone says children are sweet and cute, yet you would be considered a
sadist if you were to judge a child based on their weak moments. The slimy vomit,
unashamed excrement and yes, they intentionally wet their pants but for the better
part they are the source of inexplicable joy. In our children we see a hope for a better
tomorrow, and we are willing to ﬁght tooth and nail for that whimper snapper. We
endure sleepless nights through tantrums but giving up on a child isn't an option.
Unlike any child, the church is less than two millennia old and has made its
fair share of mistakes. An orphaned child who had to watch the brutal and gruesome
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murders of her family, the church through faith, zeal and tenacity deﬁed these odds
to become a powerful domineering force to reckon with. However, the church erred
along the way. In the modern world, if a church were an individual, they would be
an inspiration to many, a yard stick of endurance. I dare say if the church was a
child in the United States then they would be classiﬁed as the typical success story of
the American Dream. Enduring beatings, hardships and historically veriﬁed
persecution; the church also erred in its conduct. In society very rarely do we judge
individuals based on their weaknesses but their strengths. We remember Abraham
Lincoln, Benjamin Franklin and all great men for their great accomplishments even
though statistically speaking they failed more times than they succeeded. However,
their successes outweigh the sum of their failures. At the onset of the COVID19 Virus
the church was a haven and believers and nonbelievers alike found common ground
through prayer. Some prayed out of fear, some out of faith, some did not have a clue,
however people were united through faith against a common enemy.
Remember how in the aftermath of the September 11, 2001, in the United
States when an old school evangelist, Billy Graham was called upon just three days
after the attack to bring hope to a nation and a world gripped by fear? Addressing
millions of Americans and hundreds of millions the world over at the National
Cathedral in Washington, D.C. Graham an embodiment of the values of the church
and its teaching, quoted the bible, Psalm 46:1 'God is our refuge and strength, an
ever-present help in trouble. Therefore, we will not fear, though the earth give way
and the mountains fall into the heart of the sea." Hope restored a form of closure to
believers and non-believers alike, the church was a unifying force on this fateful day.
In times of crisis when all hope is lost, the law seems prima facie and with death
staring in our face in the brink of extinction humanity seems to always call upon the
church.
On March 14 2020, President Donald Trump in his speech cited 1 Peter 5:7:
“Casting all your care upon him, for he careth for you.” He further went on to say.'
"Let us pray that all those aﬀected by the virus will feel the presence of our Lord's
protection and love during this time. With God's help, we will overcome this
threat." This calling on the church is bipartisan in the United States of America and
in countries with a faith-based majority. The ambiguity though is in the detail. If the
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church is deemed to be the key cog when in crisis, why is its position in politics and
in society ambivalent? If the church is essential amidst tragedy, why is it deemed a
non-essential when it is time to rebuild? Often relegated to the back burner and
ridiculed, paraded and deemed a necessity when the enemy strikes.
As we head towards the re-opening of the economies the world over, the very
church which was called upon to fast is seeing hordes of individuals celebrating the
reopening of restaurants and pubs whilst it's deemed nonessential? If our scientiﬁc
innovation mixed with the "weapon of prayer" were essential to the little progress
we have made, why do restaurants and pubs supersede churches in the hierarchy of
essential services? One could even say to deny the church as an essential service is a
disregard of human rights. Interestingly enough, people can be entrusted with going
to the gym, attending pubs but are denied to gather in places of worship under
conditions which are more favourable.
History teaches us that for better or for worse, every time the church
experienced persecution revival broke loose. The church is far more intricate than
what people think. Whilst science oﬀers tangible solutions and seeks corporeal
answers, to most people in society the church is the source and nourishment of the
incorporeal. The church isn't as archaic as most progressives and liberals seem to
think. The church didn't catch up to science but science to some extent caught up to
the church. The church knew, as evidenced in its earliest texts that our existence had
a beginning and that space time and matter are interwoven after all “in the
beginning God created.” With a "scientiﬁc solution" to the current COVID Pandemic
insight, the bastard is relegated to the pastures with the sheep whilst the legitimate
sons ponder the future of the kingdom. As the prophet seeks to anoint the
incumbent king, the bastard watches from a distance awaiting his time because as
history continues to teach us, his time will yet come again. The bastard may yet be
called upon to play another ballad for the incumbent king with his harp. The
legitimate heirs will continue their equivocations. Regardless of the law's
ambivalence on the importance and role of the church, whenever crisis arises the
church owes it to itself to be a source of hope and throughout history when calamity
strikes and the shepherd boy is called upon to play his harp and lyre, seldom does he
remain silent.
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A portal of crisis
Chukwu Emmanuel
In the news, the incident of death rises geometrically.
I know because something is lost when you search for it.
I peep inside my father's house & his sadness ﬁlls my body to the brim.
It is the incident that tightens the air in our bodies. This silence is porous
Enough to fold us into halves & while we watch our parents talk
About the wound in the world stretching into bodies, My sister and I
Move behind the wall to unravel the hymn in our mouths. I sit behind
My sister wondering what shape her body is turning into. We look ourselves
Over until the yellow bullets of chickenpox show themselves. In our room
With no blinds, we sit on the lip of our doctor's instructions, we sit like
We are lost to the world. & this isolation is singular with what eats us beneath.
I keep our diﬀerence apart. I have seen death many times but never of a sister
Who stands before the mirror watching her body respond to stimuli.
& in the wake of light, when I watch mine too, it is never same as hers.
Some things rise after being silent & this was how everything became clearer
After her recovery. I am only infected with whatever sickness someone gives me.
Every day, my body sheds colors of these memories & I understand my father's fear
As this whole rib of silence holding him. I understand the joy to give my parents
Enough children. But what manner of child breathes happiness as air in his bed of
aﬄiction?
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I Know
Bayowa Ayomide
If you ask me, I may know why the caged bird cries.
I used to think of deserted water as the loneliest,
then I realized the sun's the creepiest.
It peeps from the sea's blanket with its hands within,
looks around, and reptiles far away into the sky, quickly.
The earth is now spiral, like a snake chasing its tail.
I know because time is the only thing moving.
'i' is a candle with an invisible wick, burning dots upon itself.
Walls do not send ﬁre upon a matchstick
scrubbing its forehead against their bricks,
because I think I smell the kerosene of
'the third world war' like 'Christ is coming soon.'
I was hypnotized; my beak does not ﬁt in the cages' iron.
There are voices hidden in these walls;
I hear cries and giggles that are not my own.
Something, someone, somebody farts in the air;
We, us, our soldiers are ﬁghting unsure wars.
The clink-clank milk squeezing out brown, black tea
is an outbreak hitting my head, skull split, rebellious soldiers?
I know I have sinned.
I know Isolation is idolatry—
worshipping the deity of separateness and loneliness.
I know because the wind is the only thing outdoor to stir the children's swing.
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How to Jail a Bird
Bayowa Ayomide
- or how to bail on your bed.
First, one needs a nose respirator or a lab coat,
a science-student or a surgeon.
Lock the bird up in a box made up of transparent carpentry.
Fear is enough to make a bird a scapegoat,
the sky is what a bird needs to disappear.
Dissection into a correctional institution is an inside job.
The bird is not caged.
It would be best if you placed a penny in an inmate's hand.
The oﬃcer's circumrotation is from the right; you take a left.
The bird has a diﬀerent look, maybe a butterﬂy—
the one that ﬂings around your belly
when you're called upon to give a speech.
Something like a slingshot is us on you from the audience.
You're not sure; your mind is a battleﬁeld of negativity.
The bird will not be caged.
Tonight, the correctional oﬃcers are not changing shifts.
The prison smells the same. When you wake from your bed, the dissection is your
body structure carving your likeness on a foam.
Your hands are in plain views all times;
visitors are not allowed to hug nor touch you.
You know this is not pure science,
the deadliest weapon is launched in your psyche.
A bird's cage is her song.
You're a survivor; you'll bring the war in your throat to its knees.
Please take out your cell apparatus,
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that item we use to put one within electronic frames.
Smile. Chirp. Break loose. Let the still-life victim escape.
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Dear Diary
Tega Onobrakpeya
Thursday 19 March 2020
Dear diary,
I saw him today. Remember him? The guy who oﬀered me his seat in a
crowded BRT?
I was on the queue when he tapped my shoulder and we talked for the rest of
the ride to our destinations. I have thought about him in the past three weeks,
hoping I would get the opportunity to meet him again.
You know I like him. Akin is cute with a deep set of dimples and sleepy eyes.
He also seems to have a great sense of humour. He's going to call me tonight!
Running into him was deﬁnitely the highlight of my day.
P.S. She-who-must-not-be-named is getting on my nerves. Again.
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Monday 23 March 2020
Dear diary,
I smell fear in the way people lean away from each other. I see it as they frown
at those who cough. There were no smiles or conversations in the bus today. I have
never felt this kind of dread before. It is now dawning on us that this is not a joke.
For the ﬁrst time, the attendants at the BRT park wore gloves and face masks.
The infection rate nationwide as at this morning is about 30, with speculations
that thousands are roaming the streets of Lagos untested. Reports around the world
are

more frightening. Italy seems to be one of the most aﬀected with over 500

deaths daily.
She-who-must-not-be-named is being a bitch as usual. Yesterday she told me
I'd have to stop going to work. Does she think I like jumping from bus to bus? Does
she think I like interacting with customers everyday? She knows how much I
suﬀered to get this job. Besides I am safe. I wash my hands every second; I also wear
a face mask in public places.
Akin called today. He has called every night since we exchanged numbers.
Every morning, he sends these sweet texts to me. He said he fell in love with me
from the moment he set his eyes on me. Cliché, right? However, with what I feel for
him, emotions I can't explain, I know what we have is the start of something special.
Akin is a software engineer, and he lives around, just down the estate. It is
crazy that we live close to each other and we've never met before. The way things
work is beyond my comprehension. I don't want to sound cheesy but I think the
moon and stars are aligned for us. Guess what? We are going on a date on Saturday!
For the ﬁrst time in forever I am happy. This is the only rainbow in my cloudy life –
a man's attention.
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Wednesday 25 March 2020
Dear diary,
The worst has happened. I am sick! I woke up this morning coughing. I don't
know where it came from, I went to bed ﬁne last night. Every time I cough, my lungs
rattle. I can barely breathe, taking in a few gasps with pain.
My body is boiling hot, like I am being cooked over a ﬁre. I am so weak I can't
get out of bed. I have never felt this miserable before. I think I am going to die.
She-who-must-not-be-named came to the room to yell at me to get up and
then she heard me cough uncontrollably. After an hour of coughing and groaning,
she left a mug of hot water with ginger and honey infused at the door. It gave me a
bit of relief, at least in that moment. But now it is getting worse.
I am getting weak. My mouth is wide open and I try to take deep breaths. My
chest hurts with a sharp pain. I don't want to believe it. It just can't be.
I shouldn't have, but I Googled the symptoms. It ﬁts. This is why she hasn't
said anything and has kept her distance all day. I have it. That damn virus! How is
this even possible?
As I deliberated my condition, she stood in the doorway. She told me she was
leaving tomorrow. She's going home.
Home is the bustling city of Port Harcourt. Home is where my parents and
siblings live while I came here to seek greener pastures, living in the home of one
considered a family member Home is safe.
"What about me?" I managed to ask
“I warned you, but as small as you are, you like to do like you know better than
your senior. I will stock the house with food for you. It is the most I can do."
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Thursday 26 March 2020
Dear diary,
She left this morning, while the sky was covered in darkness. Not a goodbye,
not sparing any chance of getting infected. The kitchen is stocked – the shelves ﬁlled
with groceries and the fridge with stew and soup – she told me last night.
My laugh comes out as a croak. Never would she have stepped into the kitchen
until now. She always relegated the house chores to me. However, my despair broke
her laziness.
I wonder what she is going to tell my family when she gets home. The last time
I spoke to them, I told them I was safe, that there were only a few cases in Lagos.
That was three days ago. It will break them to hear that I am sick and alone.
Mummy will tell me to come home, but not in this state. No sane driver will have me
in his vehicle. Besides, to risk infecting them at home? Mummy might suggest
coming over to Lagos, but I can't do this to her. Let my death be on me alone.
By the way, the Lagos state government has initialised a partial lockdown from
today, for a week. Non-essential businesses are to be closed. No wonder she ran
away.
I have called the toll free NCDC number over ten times, so they will come get
me. But my calls went unanswered. What did I expect? This country never surprises
me with how disorganised it is. Do they even have the facilities to deal with this?
Before I got sick, I read that some patients escaped from an isolation centre because
of the terrible conditions. It is better to die in my house than be surrounded by
people whose only aim is to loot.
I have always hated being sick. I detest the weakness that follows. This, I
loathe even more. All I can do is stare at the ceiling. I can barely sleep because I am
in pain, the darkness ﬁlled with chasing monsters.
My phone rings and I stare at the screen. Akin has been calling all day. He did
the same yesterday. But I didn't take his calls, or reply his texts.
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Sunday 29 March 2020
Dear diary,
Water is gone. I woke up this morning to a dead house. I used to love the
silence and the calm, it meant she was not home and I could be free, but today it ﬁlls
me with heaviness.
The light went sometime in the early hours, instantly shrouding me with heat.
I got to the bathroom just in time to catch the last trickles from the tap. Worse, I am
bleeding. You know when I bleed, it rains. I saw this coming – weeks of having
uninterrupted water supply seemed too good to be true – so last night I ﬁlled every
container I could ﬁnd with water. But how long will this keep me? The last time the
water went, it lasted three weeks. I can hear the gritting of the barrows of the
passing abokis on the gravel as they sell their water ware. Will I have to resort to
them? And stand the chance of infecting them? Is it even safe for me to let any of
them in when I am alone? Perhaps I will do it just to take victory that I am letting
them into the pristine home of She-who-must-not-be-named who calls them
animals.
I feel like shit, like someone ripped my lungs out. I haven't eaten anything in
two days, I have been too weak to prepare any food. But I have to make an attempt
today, otherwise I will die more from hunger than the virus.
I haven't heard from her since she left. Is it bad for me to hope that she got
into an accident? What is there to lose after all I am dying. It would give me great
pleasure to see her in hell when I get there. Or not. It would be an everlasting
torture.
Yesterday was supposed to be my date with Akin. It was supposed to be
memorable. But I was battling for my life, while my phone lit up with his calls.
P.S. Your president was live on TV today. There is going to be a full lockdown
and restriction on interstate movement in Abuja, Lagos and Ogun state from
tomorrow. For two weeks! This is getting serious and I know this ﬁrst-hand.
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Friday 3 April 2020
Dear diary,
I bawled like a baby today. Mummy called. She visited her older sister, Shewho-must-not-be-named's mother without notice and saw her. She asked of me and
she had no option than to tell the truth. Daddy is pissed as well. Mummy had to
restrain him from heading over there and getting into a ﬁght.
She said she did it to protect herself. It is all she's concerned about. It is why
she treated me like I was the help. It is why she kept me starving for days. It is why
she called me cruel names. It is why she hit me.
I wanted to tell them all she has done, but it would only fuel their rage, and
when daddy is mad, he turns to the Hulk. Besides, mummy's relationship with her
stepsister has always been on thin ice, I don't want to further damage it.
Mummy wants to come over, but she can't with the movement restrictions.
She wants to call family members who live around, but I know no one is going to
come to my rescue. Not with what's happening, anyway.
I called the NCDC number today again. This time I got through and I was
asked a couple of questions by a man who seemed annoyed with me.
“How do you feel?” he asked.
“I have been coughing for days.”
“And so?”
“My chest is—”
“What else?”
“I also have fever and—”
“How do you know you have fever? Are you a doctor?”
“My body is very hot—” I said.
“So, you now have the virus?”
“And I have no appetite.”
He asked about my travel history. I have been within Lagos mainland in the
past three months. Had I come in contact with anyone who travelled to aﬀected
countries? With my interaction with customers at the betting company, I wasn't
sure.
“
Right now, we are busy, but we will get back to you. In the meantime, eat
healthy and isolate yourself,” he said in a robotic voice he must have fed others all
day.
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I would have been surprised if I had gotten a better treatment. I am on my
own. Alone.
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Sunday 5 April 2020
Dear diary,
I never thought about death before this. I always felt I was too young to die.
No one – well except Nigerian politicians – deserve to die in a slow and agonising
manner. It is like being set on ﬁre and watching your bones gleam white. The best
way to die is fast, a bullet ripping through your skull and then the walk towards the
light. Unfortunately for me, my fate is slow.
I tried to eat today, rice with a stew 90% pepper and meat the size of Maggi
cubes. I threw up in the toilet bowl ﬁlled with bloody poop. The bathroom stinks but
I have to preserve water.
I caught my reﬂection in the mirror and I am scared of the person I saw. I look
empty; those eyes of mine which remained bright even when she used a broom on
me are now defeated. They say you can overcome death by empowering yourself
with positive thoughts, but do you think I care about telling myself that everything
will be okay, when I know it won't?
My phone is on silent but the screen lights up regularly with calls. I have
limited my calls with mummy and daddy. Every time I talk to them, I cry and feel
lonely. They are all together, mum, dad, Ebube, Chinaza, Pamela and Nonso, and I
am here alone. No one will check on me, not even the neighbours who alienated us,
because of the troublesome nature of She-who-must-not-be-named.
I know I shouldn't do this to them. They must be worried sick about me, but
the more we talk, the more broken we will be. We all know the truth, and their
prayers are no help. Even their attempts to get through to NCDC failed.
Akin has still been calling. I thought he would have given up on me. I wonder
what he thinks. One minute I was warm towards him, giving him glimpses of a
future with us, and the next I am completely cold to him. Heaven must be playing a
cruel joke on me. I've been a good girl all these years, played by the rule book, and
the ﬁrst time I decide to take a leap, I get this. Bad things indeed happen to good
people.
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Monday 13 April 2020
Dear diary,
Am I sorry we haven't spoken in days? No. I have come to stop caring about
many things. How I look, my dreams of getting rich, and of course you. When
someone knows they are dying, nothing matters but death.
To be honest, I have been unable to write because of how weak I've been. Too
weak to hold a pen.
Everything I manage to cook goes out, through my mouth or ass, so I don't
bother any more. The best decision She-who-must-not-be-named made was to stock
biscuits which means I don't have to make wasted eﬀorts.
The pyjamas I have been wearing for weeks stinks like rotten eggs. The bottom
slips down my hips. I have since been done with the blood reign and the pads torn
into pieces and ﬂushed down to the septic tank. I am glad I don't have to go to
Hades with blood dripping down my legs. Lucifer would like that don't you think?
Why do I think I am going to Hades? Because this world is fucking twisted and
it just makes sense that after the suﬀering I have gone through as a Nigerian with
access to nothing, I end up there. Suﬀering continues right?
This seems like the perfect time to repent and all that mumbo jumbo. But I
will do no such thing! No creator in the sky deserves my life for the way I have been
treated. I'd rather give it to the devil, he fucking deserves it for his cruelty to me.
Can you believe the conspiracy theories ﬂying about? That 5g is responsible
for covid-19? Seriously? People are really stupid o! Some don't even believe there's
anything like covid-19. They think the government is lying to siphon money. If only I
can tell them my story, but I know they don't have the capacity to deal with such
knowledge.
I am angry. And I deserve to be. Guess what? Donations are being made to
federal and state governments by institutions and wealthy individuals. Are they
fucking out of their minds? We all know where that money is going to end up. In the
deep pockets of politicians. The only time I go on social media, I see complaints
about no response from NCDC or poor facilities at isolation centres and they donate
millions to them? This is crazy!
Maybe I should have come as an animal, then I would accept that the way I am
treated is just. What is the diﬀerence between me and an animal? I have no rights. I
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have no water, and I get few blinks of power every day.
You know what, I am getting more pissed right now. I need to rest my head
because it hurts.
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Thursday 16 April 2020
Dear diary,
You shouldn't have led me on. You made me believe in us and then you turned
your back on me. That was the text I received from Akin three days ago, I just had
the courage to open it.
He thinks I ghosted him, but all I did was save him. I have a strong feeling if I
told him what has been happening, he would come over and rescue me. I can't let
him in. Every night, I check the data. Infected cases are rising at an alarming pace.
There's no cure. I wouldn't wish this on anyone – well maybe She-who-must-not-benamed.
I wish I could talk to Akin. For one last time before I die. But our goodbyes
were said a long time ago. We might meet some day, but I doubt it. Fate already has
me in her little black book.
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Sunday 19 April 2020
Dear diary,
I think I am getting better. The cough has subsided and the fever is gone. I
don't want to cling to hope, but could this be true? I ate three times yesterday
without vomiting, and with how hungry I was, my appetite is back.
I haven't even taken any medication – well except the vitamins I found a bottle
of. But could that have helped?
It has been all over local news since on Friday that a government oﬃcial died
from the virus. There are rumours he was ﬂown to Cuba and even the UK despite the
lockdown. These politicians ehn! I feel pity because I know how it is to be sick with
the virus. But my pity is overcome with happiness. They did nothing to make this
country liveable, and we all get to suﬀer the consequences.
I spoke to the family today. Mummy was relieved to hear my voice. She was
worried that something bad had happened to me. We all know what that something
means of course. I didn't tell them that I am better, I don't want to give them false
hope and then the next thing my rotting corpse is found wrapped in the woollen
duvet in She-who-must-not-be-named's room. Do you know she actually locked her
room door? Like I was going to go in there and steal something to wrap around my
sick body? She absolutely read my mind.
I heard sirens in the estate, and I thought they were headed here. That
somehow my family had gotten through to them and they had come for me. It was a
stupid wish because it headed down the estate.
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Wednesday 22 April 2020
Dear diary,
Water is back! Yippee! For the ﬁrst time in three weeks, I had a decent bath,
with hot water and strawberry bath gel She-who-must-not-be-named forgot to take
with her. It felt so good to stand on my feet without them giving way.
I ate much today, placing several pieces of meat on my plate. It is the most
meat I have eaten since I got here. There's no one to peep over my shoulder to
remove a piece from my plate because it is too big. Hiyaaa!!
I danced today. I danced to music videos on MTV Base while shaking my tiny
waist. I am so glad she's not here! You know how she would try to ruin my fun. That
woman certainly has a place in the seventh circle of hell fanning the devil.
I called Akin today, but his phone is turned oﬀ. I think he has blocked my
number. I really wish it didn't get to this, but I have a lot of explaining to do. With
all that is going on, I wonder when I will get to meet him again.
The lockdown will be extended for the third time I am sure, with how many
cases we have. Almost a thousand! And I didn't even count myself o!
I doubt I have a job to return to. I know I made a mistake ghosting them but I
thought I was going to die. They deserve it. For the past six months I have worked
non-stop everyday, giving it my all, and yet no one deemed it ﬁt to check on me.
They don't deserve me.
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Saturday 25 April 2020
Dear diary,
I video-called the family today. Seeing their faces, I realised how much I miss
them. Daddy cried for the ﬁrst time ever! I started crying too. And before you know
it everyone was crying. They have been praying for me. Mummy said they even
fasted for seven days.
Globally, the cases have crossed two million. There's a high recovery rate
compared to the deaths. Nigeria and other African countries are not in the red zone,
but it is just a matter of time.
The country may be on lockdown but people are just too damn stubborn. They
have refused to stay home. I heard people are travelling interstate, all they need to
do is tip the law enforcement oﬃcers on the roads. But do I blame them? With the
stupid palliatives the government gives, people need to hustle. Imagine they gave
mummy two packs of Indomie, a coke-sized bottle of groundnut oil and seven cubes
of Maggi. Is that what a family is supposed to survive on? In other countries, citizens
receive stimulus check, and food prices are not going through the roof.
I am just glad that I am well, that I am among the statistics of the recovered,
albeit unoﬃcial. I don't even want to look back at the person I was, the weak and
frustrated me.
I have been having fun in the house. Alone of course! Thank God she left.
Seriously it would have been torture to be indoors with her for weeks. It was either
she killed me or I snuﬀed the life out of her with a pillow.
I eat whatever I want. I sleep whenever I want. I watch whatever I want on the
TV. Freedom has never felt so good!
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Monday 27 April 2020
Dear diary,
My boss is dead. I got a call from a colleague who suddenly remembered me.
He died two weeks ago and there are speculations he died of covid-19, but no one is
sure. I asked if any other person from work was/is sick and she said no. I didn't tell
her I was sick. That girl has a big mouth, in ten minutes everyone in Nigeria will
know I was sick.
With how close I worked with him; I think I got it from him. I remember he
went for some event where he interacted with a lot of people.
I don't know what will happen to the company now. I was kind of hopeful I
would explain about my health and get my job back. With his death, I really don't
know what to expect.
It sucks to be jobless during the pandemic. Many have lost their jobs with
more to come. How am I supposed to get a job in these crazy times? Who will even
hire me sef? I won't tell the family about this. There's a lot to worry about already.
Do you know She-who-must-not-be-named has not called since she left? Like
she hasn't even called to check on me! That woman is a witch I swear. I know she
hopes to ﬁnd my decaying body when she returns but I will shock her.
I called Akin for what seemed to be the hundredth time. How the tables have
turned. I might have to go out there and get a new SIM card to call him. I think it is
time to explain to him, and patch things up.
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Friday 1 May 2020
Dear diary,
I miss going out. I never thought I would say this. You know I am an indoor
person, but ever since I got here, I became outdoorsy because of She-who-must-notbe-named. I went out to be away from her. I mean I enjoyed this at ﬁrst, but I am
tired now. I want to walk the streets, I want to go to the cinema, I want to be a part
of the busy and crazy buzz of Lagos. The house feels like a cage. However, I don't
want to go out until I am sure I am safe from infecting anyone.
I spoke to mummy earlier on and she said there are rumours that a hotel close
to them is occupied by infected patients. I really hope they are safe.
I called Akin again today, and his phone remains turned oﬀ. He must be really
mad at me. But then, what did I expect? I also called a friend I haven't spoken to
since last year. She was surprised to hear from me. I have just a few friends I can
count on the ﬁngers of one hand, and I suddenly feel the need to keep in touch. I
guess I have come to realise that at times loneliness gets too lonely.
Nora lives in Abuja. She said things are crazy over there with rumours that
many government oﬃcials are infected but they are keeping the news low-key. She
has to go to work because she works at a hospital. It must be scary working without
PPE because the government barely provides. Many of her colleagues have stopped
going to work, they can't risk their lives for mere change while government oﬃcials
continue to siphon money.
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Tuesday 5 May 2020
Dear diary,
I went out for the ﬁrst time in over a month. It was great to be outside after
such a long time, and to breathe in fresh air. You should see my skin right now. My
complexion has gotten lighter and I don't have any pimple.
The neighbourhood is quite busy, with people moving about as if nothing is
happening. Many have masks on, mostly cloth masks, but there is nothing like social
distancing.
I stopped at Iya Bola to buy a bottle of coke and the woman was surprised to
see me. She thought I travelled or something. I told her I have been around. While I
was there, another woman came in and they started talking in hushed tones.
Someone died in the estate!
“You know say e don reach two weeks wey NCDC come carry am. Na today he
die o. Na the early hours of this morning he die,” the other woman said.
“Ah! Very young and respectful boy. Chai! Akin don go!” Iya Bola cried.
It was only as I returned home I recalled her words. Akin? I doubt it's my
Akin. Do you know how many Akins there are in this estate? Probably around ﬁfty.
It is deﬁnitely not my Akin. Whoever this Akin is, may his gentle soul rest in peace.
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Wednesday 6 May 2020
Dear diary,
I have been crying since morning. It is true. My Akin is dead! I saw it on
Instablog9ja's page on Instagram. His pictures were posted and his friends posted
condolence messages. Ah! I am ﬁnished!
All this while I thought he was angry with me, he was sick. I hate this. Why did
this have to happen? Why can nothing good happen to me?
Akin and his cute smile. Akin with those kind eyes. Akin who gave me his seat
while I got pushed around in that bus. I may not have known him for long but I
know he was a nice person. A nice person I developed feelings for.
Death be not proud! You have taken from me a jewel. I have never been
shaken like this. Not even when I was sick. I thought there was something there for
us. I felt it! It would be better if he was still alive and just ignored me. At least he
would be alive.
God! Why do you do this to us? Why do you take from us and break us? Why
do you make us weep? Why do you make us feel pain so deep we just want to fade
away?
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Saturday 9 May 2020
Dear diary,
I haven't gone out in days. I can barely function. I eat with my taste buds dead.
I just stare at the TV, with no idea of what is on the screen. Life goes on, as usual. I
don't even bother checking the rates any more but I know it is deﬁnitely soaring.
I have been doing a lot of thinking these past days. How did Akin get sick?
Was it me? Did I cause his death?
As much as I tell myself he got infected some other way, I know deep down
that I am responsible. Those minutes we laughed. The moment we sat together in
that bus talking, not only did I connect with him on an emotional level, but also
biologically. Because of me, he's dead. If only I hadn't opened my heart to him. I
should have frowned and rolled my eyes at him like I did with the others. I should
have ignored him. I should never have taken his seat that day. I should never have
cared.
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Monday 11 May 2020
Dear diary,
I don't know when next you will hear from me. I just… I want to be left on my
own.
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Once This Is Over
Seun Lari-Williams
Once this is over,
I shall run into the arms of each morning
and take in the deepest breath.
My eyes will make friends with birds and ﬂowers
and cars and buildings and clothes.
I will ﬁll my nostrils with the boisterous
smell of bread from the bakeries
in Bavaria.
My teeth will shine brightly at everyone
who looks my way.
I will wave frantically at strangers.
I will give the warmest handshake anyone
has ever known.
My skin will hug the rays of the sun.
When the cold winds come,
it will not complain.
I will dance Bata with the rain.
I will make the night sky my ceiling
and swim with the moon and the stars.
Once the iron gates are open,
Once these walls are broken,
I will be free again.
I will walk the streets like a
proud king.
Once this is over,
You will see a new me.
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Artemis
Seun Lari-Williams
The world has stopped for you.
It holds its breath in fear of you.
Centuries-old traditions abandoned overnight
like they were nothing —
for you.
Terrorism, trade wars —
put away in boxes
for the one who truly unites.
Hear your name on the lips of babies.
Hear the silence on the streets.
Their schools are empty; their cemeteries, full;
Holy grounds, deserted for you.
Airplanes, hung away like clothes;
Homes turned into prisons for you.
All walls lie ﬂat at your feet.
The prize is won, Great Queen.
Your lessons have been learned and
etched on their hearts.
Rest now, Artemis,
Please rest.
Stretch your wings and ﬂy back to your
sweet, feathered nest.
And let the world breathe
again.
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relic of grief
Olúwádáre Pópóọla
a coloured thing,
black coloured as a friday wake-keep,
arch heir of death,
skin lurking as a memory site for the revolt of a republican,
dulling a memory reﬁlled with what he could have been,
becoming a clam to escape its own silence,
where it is exactly hidden
between the stop of mother
before she picks up the next prayer for the government.
but silence is innuendo alright
and she still gives consent[
with her mouth twiddling into a rosary bead,
a relic of grief
searching for the creator's numen
and then the panther sleeps on an ocean again
in desolation.
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Quarencia
Aisha Mohammed
Sometimes, I remind myself that I am only 18, that I have an old woman's mind.
That the spirit living inside my body is too impatient as it waits for my age and spirit
to align. I know I am old. I accepted it a long time ago and this coronavirus
pandemic has aged me even more.
My brother and I spent the ﬁrst weeks in oblivion, unaware of what was to come.
Zaria is a place frozen in time. I guess this is how local governments in Nigeria are
supposed to be. Growing up, my life was woven around state capitals — Lokoja,
Benin and Abuja. It explains why my hometown feels out of sync whenever I am in
it.
COVID-19 was still a western problem. Esther and I would laugh about it with the
rest of the members of the study group we joined at the beginning of the semester.
We would mock the people of the west, their panic buying of tissues and their
hysteric rants on twitter. We reduced their pain and the deaths the virus caused to
mere hysteria. We did not care, we referenced the Ebola outbreak, the west didn't
care about it then. That's what we were made to believe. It was easy to believe this.
How could the descendants of colonizers care about Africa? It didn't make sense to
begin caring for somewhere you perceived a waste land, only good for raw materials.
Three weeks pre-COVID-19 I volunteered for the ﬁrst ever university SDGs summit
in Nigeria. It had been a success. I was happy I got to be a part of it. Just after I
came back from the mid semester break, my lover called after deserting me a few
days before valentine's day- the worst day of 2020 I had ordered a cake and wanted
to pay for it, only to ﬁnd out my bank account had been wiped clean of all of the
money in it, including the poetry prize I won. I would spend the rest of the year
wondering and questioning bank records and my memory on how I could have
spent 20,000 Naira in a day. Then, there was the two-week strike, a needed break
from the overwhelming schedule of the third-year law schedule. My old spirit was
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free as the wind. I attended Open Mics in Samaru, ate ice cream and walked
barefoot to my hostel from the gates of Kongo campus on some days. I watched the
third season of “Stranger Things” with my brother and befriended solitude. It was a
strange friendship, because I never thought I would experience such faux happiness.
My small room on the second ﬂoor of hostel 3 became my haven, although solitude
held me prisoner I never wanted to leave. I could move in and out of the room
whenever I wanted. My spirit was able to ﬁll up my emptiness with new experiences.
The coronavirus arrived in Lagos on the second day of the USDGS, a day after
Murkthar said
“Corona virus corona virus that's in Lagos already, it's on a danfo bus to Zaria sef”
and we all laughed, we didn't talk about the magnitude of damage it would bring in,
perhaps some of us thought about it, but we assumed it would be another Ebola. It
would remain in Lagos and become a Lagos problem. But the virus didn't stop in
Lagos, it became our problem, the federal government shut down schools and places
of worship and I had to pack my purple suitcase to prison. I was supposed to spend
the weekend in Kaduna with my lover. My father called, and I had to travel on
Friday, no farewell ceremony to Kaduna or the lover.
Prison (Abuja) is a soul less place. Its tall skyscraper towered over the hills, and the
rocks bordering its edges, serving as walls around the sprinklings of shrubs and
greenery spread unevenly between and around the clusters of buildings and hills. I
did not like what this place did to me and so I hated coming back to it, but it was
home. This place ripped a hole in my chest with its smooth roads and pristine
buildings. This time though, I came back slightly excited, resting from my busy
schedule seemed nice at the time, the good sleep and proper food I had access to,
was something my weary body needed. But two weeks in prison, I no longer had the
choice of leaving my house to eat ice cream or visit any of my friends. I was forced to
learn to distance myself from people. To be alone occasionally. February whispered
to my spirit that my mind wasn't okay. I began to relapse. Up until then, I never
thought I had an anxiety disorder. A school counsellor once told me that I might
have one, but I never gave it much thought. I would spend the days after in the pool
of frequent panic attacks and ﬁnally I would agree with the counsellor.
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I eventually found a way to sate my spirit. I got a new counsellor; I got her contact
from a friend on the team of She Writes Woman. A movement created to give safe
spaces. I told this one everything- the pregnancy scare that almost became an
abortion and my abuse at 13. I started praying properly again. Luckily, I started this
during Ramadan, and I could no longer procrastinate and push Fajr prayer to 12
o'clock. My spirit stopped craving freedom; it came to terms with siting in the
semidetached ﬂat on Chingola Street for long periods. It wasn't easy sating my
spirit, it didn't like mingling and preferred solitude and being in the same house
with 5 other people 3 younger than I am didn't give me this. I had to always be there.
I was responsible for everyone's wellbeing; food, emotional support and my father's
daily fresh ginger tea. Controlling my spirit made my mind more stable I worked
diligently to sew up its loose ends. One night amid the rising COVID-19 cases and
insomnia. I realized what had broken my mind in the ﬁrst place. After ﬁve years, my
mind was no longer a puzzle of unnaturally scattered pieces.
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A medallion is a small thing
Olúwádáre Pópóọla
For Michael Olajumoke
Joys come in measured orders,
and when you arrived from the desert,
I saw the geysers of a stream
in your eye,
carrying a desolation.

Your body is the utopia for a measure of desolation,
because you, a woman
is the lush of a countryside
built from the war.

Your body, an epigram
points in the direction of love
like the torn legs of a war-struck thing
still picking an abode in disarmament.
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And in your songs,
if joy were a small thing,
it would be stuck between your sadness.
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A Man's Borderline To Overcoming
Loneliness
Olúwádáre Pópóọla
there is familiarity,
a twinkle in our eyes for unknown places
that beg a birdsong to settle
for one of milky eyes or murderous ears.
a chalice or wine.
I don't think I know the crevices of insanity well,
but it sure looks like a jagged muscle
from a mouth tilted in the position of a rig-saw.
you leave the ninety-nine
and come after my body,
measuring slabs of it with your eyes,
resectioning its tissues with your teeth,
cooking it with spices from the internet.
& then you see
that you have cooked up a ghost.
it's a white coat carrying rashes,
something you call letters
or a relic of it
that soon becomes songs.
you bathe them in your spittle
and give them a home in photographs
or tie them to a group of wintering bluebirds
and in electronic papers that are all apparitions.
calories wasting & eyes singeing.
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you go to the kitchen to search for lost energy,
sleep and dream that I became your neighbour
and woke up to ninety-nine retweets.
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INTERVIEW
Tobi Nifesi

Tobi Nifesi is a ﬁc on writer whose works focus predominantly
on socio-psychological issues. To date, he has authored three
psychological thrillers: The Burgess Theory, React, and Domes c
In this chat with Krea ve Diadem, Nifesi discusses the
connec on between mental health and isola on, as well as what
it means to be a crea ve in the midst of a pandemic.
Enjoy!
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Tobi, for those meeting you for the ﬁrst time, what are the top three
things you want readers to know about you?
Tobi: Sure, three things:
Ÿ I'm a writer who shares stories and essays about sociological issues.
Ÿ My ﬁction writing process is highly inﬂuenced by Dan Brown's writing process –
most of which includes a ton of research on historical and symbolic subject
matter.
Ÿ Like most writers, I have struggled with writing consistently. However, by
engaging in small daily habits outside of writing, I am learning more about the
nature of consistency, motivation and applying those principles to my writing
process. When I have completely ﬁgured it out, then I may be bold enough to
share with other writers. Actually, I hope to - one day - teach the next generation
of writers about the technical and psychological aspects of creative writing.
In your works, there is a recurring
theme that draws attention to
mental health, what role does
isolation play in proliferating
mental health issues?
Tobi: One of the common phrases that
mental health awareness campaigns and
activists use is 'You're not alone.' It is so
common that I can almost, always,
predict that a version of it will be used in
any mental health ad campaign I come
across. Regardless of how cliché it may
sound, it is a necessary statement. It is
important to remind ourselves that we
aren't alone because that is what we tend
to think when we are in pain.
Like physical pain, the emotional and
psychological stress that comes with
mental health issues feel – and may
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actually be - very personal. This idea is ampliﬁed when we are in isolation. Isolation
convinces us that no one else is going through or can understand or can help us deal
with our version of pain and stress. This is the role isolation plays in proliferating and
worsening mental health issues.
So, it is important that we remind each other that we are not alone. There is someone
else who has felt or is feeling a pain or stress similar to ours. Even if no one
understands our pain, there is someone who cares about and is rooting for us, in one
way or the other. Our shared experiences can help lift each of us out of our seemingly
personal pain.

“It is important to remind ourselves that we
aren't alone because that is what we tend to
think when we are in pain.”
As a creative, I believe it's not strange to seek solitude in order to
stimulate creative juices. Was the global compulsory holiday a blessing in
disguise for you? Can you imagine what creative minds would have made
from the lockdown?
Tobi: 'Global Compulsory Holiday' is a nice way to put it. However, I can barely
classify it as a holiday because I know several writers and creatives around the world
have been under some form of stress during this time.
Personally, prior to the pandemic, my work was mostly remote. When the pandemic
came, a lot didn't change for me in terms of my working conditions. So, it wasn't
really a blessing in that sense. If anything, the blessing in disguise – from all this – for
me is the opportunity to learn more about worldviews and social behaviours. During
this time, I've learnt more about the nature of globalization today and the sociological
eﬀects of being separated.
I think there is a good percentage of creatives who may not have been productive or
inspired so far during this pandemic – and there are those who may have been. There
is no right or wrong group to be in. Yet, I hope that by the end of this pandemic, most
creatives and writers would have learnt at least one thing that can make their writing
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“I hope that by the end of this pandemic, most
creatives and writers would have learnt at
least one thing that can make their writing a
little bit better or inform their stories, essays,
poems or whatever they like to work on”
a little bit better or inform their stories, essays, poems or whatever they like to work
on.
Tobi, you have authored three books —psychological thrillers — in the
past three years, are you working on a book now and what is it about?
Where do you see yourself in ﬁve years?
Tobi: At the moment, I'm in the very early stages of developing a story concept for my
next book. So, other than the fact that it will be a psychological thriller, I don't have
much details to share about that. In ﬁve years, I hope to have worked or be working
on a social commentary or documentary that raises social awareness about vulnerable
populations in Africa.
As an author in a world recovering from
the scourge of a pandemic, what are you
going to do diﬀerently and why?
Tobi: This is such a good question but I may not
have a great answer. Despite the pandemic, my
priorities and goals as a writer haven't really
changed. However, I have a clearer idea of the
stories that matter to me. I intend to work more
on them.
I appreciate the opportunity to share my
thoughts with you. Thank you for the interview.
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The Mee ng
Seun Lari-Williams
A pandemic meets an old man on the road.
Who is this who is not afraid of me? It asks.
You must be religious, I believe.
Which of the gods do you worship?
I am not religious, the old man replies,
I must go about my business.
You must be immune, then, the pandemic says,
or perhaps you have found a cure?
I really don't care, the old man groans,
my business is urgent, I must go.
Then surely, you are foolish, the pandemic retorts.
Have you not heard the reports?
I am hunger, the old man began,
I've been here since the world began.
Wars and diseases, they come and they go.
None has lived as long as I have.
You burn at both ends; your end is near.
I burn slow like ﬁne ﬁrewood.
Keep them indoors and ﬁll them with fright,
but when I knock, they come right out.
Your reputation precedes you, the pandemic responds
and bows before the old man.
They kiss, hug and shake hands like old friends and
smile knowingly at each other.
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The old man takes his leave and continues his routine—
knocking on doors and turning knobs.
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Fallen Scabs and Dried Sores
Ohaka Thelma
The prevalent bustling in Òkè-ìlá was driven by fear and the constant need to
survive.
Mama Ayo walked briskly in an attempt to get home before six pm. Her bag of food
items were light enough to be clutched to her side with both arms. She was aware
that they could be stolen, which would mean water throughout the next week for her
family.
She greeted her neighbour and proceeded to enter her home, she could hear her
children noisily playing a game called Ten-ten.
"Ayobami!" She called for her ﬁrst child.
"Yes, mummy?" The 15-year-old ran to her.
"Put these things in the kitchen and boil water. Where are your brothers?"
"They are inside playing. Mummy, is it eba again? Let us eat rice na." Ayobami
pleaded with her eyes.
"Rice? Don't you know we need money for other things, ehn? Abi, you don't want to
resume school again?" Granting their desires was essential, but their education was
the most important.
"No, I want to go to school. I'll go and boil the water." She sighed and left,
wondering when her education would stop hindering her wants.

Sirens wailed at a distance, informing everyone what time it was.
8pm.
Mama Ayo shook her children from their slumber.
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"Wake up, wake up. Ayobami, stand up and wash your brothers' faces."
Ayobami wiped her face ﬁlled with confusion. "Mummy, what is happening?"
"It's time for the weekly inspection, let's go." She ushered them outside the house.
Neighbours were already outside, their faces clouded with fear.
A loud screeching sound was heard accompanied by a man's voice on a megaphone.
“Good evening everyone, please remain at the front of your houses. If any family
member is not found there, consequences will follow." Everyone knew the drill.
Since the outbreak of smallpox in the past year, the army deployed soldiers for
routine checks nationwide to weed out the infected persons and move them to an
isolation camp.
When the search ended, Mama Ayo was happy. For every inspection her family
survives, her ﬁghting chance increases.
"Ah, Mama Ayo. Did you hear what happened in the Oladele family?" Mama Sade,
her neighbor, asked her before she returned inside.
"What happened? Did they take anybody?" This was everyone's fear in the village; if
one person was found, more people could get infected.
"They took one of the children oh, the mother has been crying since she begged
them to take her too. It was very sad."
“It is well. I just pray they ﬁnd a cure soon. “See ehn, if they take me to the isolation
place, I will never take any cure they give me. Who knows if it will kill you faster
sef." She wasn't surprised at Mama Sade's beliefs, she heard most people talk like
this in the market.
"But what if it can cure you and your children?"
"And what if it kills us faster? Abeg oh! My cousin in another state told me they are
doing something called vario-something, do you know what it is? Mama Sade always
had the happening news.
"No, what is it?"
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She moved closer and reduced her voice. "They will cut you open and infect you with
smallpox on purpose! Can you imagine? Olorun maje!" Her shoulders shook in
disbelief.
"Ehen? But why? Will the person not be infected too?"
"My dear, that's what I asked too, they said it will make you immune to the virus..
They think we don't have sense, they want to make us die faster."
“Ah, it is well o. May we never experience it." They chorused 'Amen' and returned to
their homes.

Mama Ayo was infected with smallpox.
At ﬁrst, she thought it was malaria as the symptoms were alike; she sent Ayobami to
buy some herbal tonic, but when she began to notice red spots on her tongue, it was
clear what it was.
Knowing that her children could get infected, she decided to report herself to the
isolation camp.
What about her children? She thought long and hard about who to keep them with,
someone who would take care of them on her behalf. She concluded that Mama
Sade was the closest possible candidate.
She asked Mama Sade for a favour that would allow her children to live on the little
savings she had. She entrusted Ayobami some amount of money for emergencies of
any kind. Mama Sade felt sorry for her, but didn't judge or try to inﬂuence her
decision. Mama Ayo then sat her children down and informed them of her condition
and that she was going to get treated, they all cried and eventually agreed. Still, the
youngest of the Ayo's insisted on following her with tearful eyes.
Only after promising her safe return was she allowed to leave her children.
She arrived at the isolation camp the same day she set out. It looked like a military
base as it was heavily fenced with barbed wires. It was a terrifying sight. A bright
light appeared on her face blinding her momentarily. She hid her face in her arms to
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to protect her from the brightness.
“Who goes there?” A loud voice questioned and made her jump with anxiety. She
saw a man kitted in soldier's attire.
"Good evening, sir. My name is Mama Ayo, and I came to report myself here, I think
I have smallpox." She watched as the man's expression changed from fear to shock.
He probably did not expect anyone to come willingly, but mama Ayo didn't live for
her, she needed to stay alive for her children.
The soldier ushered her into the gates and left her with some other soldiers. She was
taken to an area with dozens of makeshift corners scattered around. It seemed as
though each corner was supposed to be a personal space of some kind. Her
information was collected; she was given a bag of living items constituting materials
for sleeping and bathing, the basic types.
A health worker clad in a surgical gown assigned her a corner with a bed. The beds
were far from each other and the entire room was structured in a maze-like way, so
that you couldn't see anything from the entrance. As the health worker left her, she
also noticed that she couldn't see other people's beds — bricks were used to block
the sides; it was probably to prevent them from interacting with others.
She began unpacking her things and wondered what her children ate for dinner and
how they were coping without her. A ﬁgure appeared before her. It was a young
woman dressed in clothes that resembled the ones she was given. She was probably
a patient too.
"Good evening." She smiled.
"Good evening," Mama Ayo replied.
"My name is Olamide. I saw when you came in, we were curious about you since it is
not yet time for the night inspection. Were you caught or what?"
"No, I came myself. I have symptoms of smallpox."
The woman, ‘Olamide,' looked at her in disbelief. "You came by yourself? Why? You
could have hidden or bribed them."
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Mama Ayo laughed. "Hide where? Bribe them with what? I do not have the means
for any of those. Besides, I came here to be cured.
"Cured? You're funny o! Who told you there is a cure? You don't even know
anything. We are being left here so that when the disease kills us, it will be easy to
throw us away. You just came here like a sacriﬁcial lamb; I wish you knew the truth
before coming. I would rather die in my own house than being abandoned here."
"Well, I believe what I believe."
"Hmm, okay. You didn't tell me your name."
"You can call me Mama Ayo."

Mama Ayo had spent a week but was not getting better. The rashes on her skin had
spread over the parts of her body and become bumps. The others looked worse than
she did. As they waited for death, they sang hymns.
Everywhere seemed solemn as each day went by but she kept her faith strong.
Suddenly, there was a loud bang, followed by loud footsteps. Mama Ayo couldn't see
anything or anyone from her bed, so she assumed it was one of the younger ones
playing around. She hummed a song from her childhood and used the bedside table
as a drum.
"Mama Ayo! Mama Ayo!" Olamide rushed to the front of her corner. "It has ﬁnally
happened!" She placed her hands on top of her head.
"What has ﬁnally happened?”? “The cure o! They said they have found the cure to
smallpox, and they will give everybody here. Can you imagine? Just like that, not
even to ask us-"
"Calm down." Mama Ayo stopped her venting. "Who told you they found it? How do
you know it is true?" She didn't want to base her hopes on a rumour.
"One of the patients has a sister that is a doctor here, she told her a cure was coming
soon, and she should not tell anybody yet, but one of the children heard it and told
us. This one is true, ehn, it is not a rumour. I swear." She placed her index ﬁnger on
her tongue and put it in the air. She swore it was true.
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"Okay, if it is true, I am so happy." She smiled at the thought of seeing her Ayos
again. Ironic that Ayo also means joy. "But you're not looking too happy with the
news."
"Ah! I'm not happy at all. What if something happens to us? They want to use us like
we are experiments. I’m sure it’s the white men that brought this cure, they want to
eliminate us and it is not fair." She was slowly becoming hysterical and Mama Ayo
noticed that her condition was actually worsening like hers.
"Olamide dear, calm down. This cure may be an advantage for all of us, and we are
going to die anytime soon, why don’t we just try and have faith that we will be
cured? “She attempted to reassure her as she was fond of her.
"Faith? Mama Ayo, you need to face the reality that we will probably all die with this
disease." She turned left and right to check if anyone was within earshot "Some of us
have planned something to escape this place, we're gathering people. If you want to
leave, just follow us."
"There are soldiers around, so how will you escape?" Mama Ayo knew it was a
suicide attempt, the only way is if they were handed the keys which was unlikely.?
"One of the men knows the soldiers, he will help us escape. I'm so happy; I can't wait
to go home." She looked blissfully ignorant, and it was sad.

Mama Ayo knew the night for the planned escape. Before that night, the isolation
center was quiet. Conversations occurred in hush tones. She feigned ignorance,
feeling sorry for them. The day after their escape was the day the cure was to be
administered, or vaccine as one of the nurses called it.
The next day was warm. Mama Ayo packed her things because she believed she
would be leaving after being given the cure. She hoped and wondered if the fugitives
made it in one piece, the previous night. Hours later, a health worker selected Mama
Ayo and a few others to be escorted to the clinic by soldiers, some people looked
frightened like they were oﬀ to a slaughterhouse, but she was happy.
Before they arrived at the clinic, one of the women screamed, everyone turned to her
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wondering the reason for her sudden fright, she pointed in a direction, and they
were met with a horrible sight. Bodies were piled on several wheelbarrows pushed
by some soldiers, and she instantly knew it was them. All of them were dead, none
was spared, and as unfair as it seemed, this was how most of them would've
preferred to die, especially Olamide. Mama Ayo thought of how truly their
ignorance led to their early demise, despite the fact she was ecstatic for the cure, her
heart tugged at the waste of lives, she felt somewhat guilty for not being persistently
convincing to them. Maybe if she actively prevented them from attempting the
escape, she may have succeeded, they would’ve resented her but at least they would
be alive.
With another glance at the dead, she entered the clinic, thinking of her three joys.
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